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                  Fellows working together in workshops and seminars as part of the International Training Programme. 
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                            Key information


            

            
                              
    
                                  For further enquiries about the ITP:
Email: itp@britishmuseum.org
For more information on our sponsors or how to support the programme:
Email: development@britishmuseum.org
Website: bmitpglobalnetwork.org


            



            


                      


          
                          
                  The International Training Programme (ITP) forms part of the British Museum's commitment to working across London, the UK and abroad. 

              

            
              
      In London, the Museum's staff and collection provide a platform for demonstrating current museum practice. Across the UK, partner museums allow fellows (members of the programme) to experience regional organisations with strong community programmes for local audiences, and often with stronger relevance to the fellows' own museums and audiences.
Through the ITP, the British Museum is committed to building a global network of colleagues crossing geographical and cultural boundaries. Working with ITP fellows provides a forum to disseminate current practice and to exchange knowledge and skills, helping to shape the museums of the future.


  

          

        

      

    

  





  



    
        
    
  
    
      

    
  
      




  
    
            

                  
              About the Annual ITP

          

        
        
          
            
                About the Annual ITP


Every year, the British Museum runs a skill-sharing programme for museum and heritage professionals from around the world.  



The International Training Programme seeks to expose participants to various aspects of museum work, to develop skills, disseminate best practice, increase specialist knowledge and create a global network of colleagues.



Participants come from areas of the world integral to the Museum's international strategy, particularly countries with museum sectors in need of support and training.



An essential part of the Annual Programme is time spent at another UK museum. This allows the participants to experience multi-site or university museums as well as different approaches and practices, and supports our partner museums in developing their international relationships.




            

          


           
            
                  
          It allowed open-mindedness and broader thinking for all of us – I'm sure we have all learned something from each other.

    
            Khanya Ndlovu
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          UK partners 2023

        
          
        
      
    


    
                	Glasgow Museums
	Lincoln Museum
	Manchester Art Gallery
	Manchester Museum
	National Museums Northern Ireland
	Norfolk Museums Service
	The University of Nottingham Museum
	Tyne & Wear Archives and Museums
	Whitworth Art Gallery



          

  



  

  
    
      
          2023 programme

        
          
        
      
    


    
                The 2023 programme took place from Monday 3 July to Friday 11 August 2023. This year's six-week programme was split into three parts with whole group sessions covering 'core museum skills', alongside the smaller sessions with our curators and collections covering themes that relate directly to participants' role profiles and professional interests and time with our UK Partners.
Fellows were introduced to a wide range of topics. Sessions offered a mix of creative workshops and hands-on-sessions, presentations and 'behind the scenes' tours delivered by colleagues from the British Museum and our Programme Partners.
In 2023 we welcomed 18 colleagues from 14 countries, including Bulgaria*, China, Egypt, India, Iraq, Kenya, Kiribati*, Malaysia, Nigeria, Peru, Tunisia, Turkey, USA, and Vietnam*.
*Countries new to the ITP global network.
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                Our legacy is essential to the core objectives of the International Training Programme. Our communications platforms and legacy projects ensure those in our network keep talking and working together. They provide further training opportunities and open up potential collaborations. They promise a lifelong commitment to our network from the Museum, our partners, and from our fellows.
	Visit the ITP website
	2021 Newsletter
	2020 Newsletter
	2019 Newsletter
	2018 Newsletter
	2017 Newsletter
	2016 Newsletter
	2015 Newsletter
	2013 Newsletter

You can also follow the International Training Programme on Twitter: @britmusitp
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                Further engagement projects are essential to the core objectives of the ITP. Finding ways to give our fellows the widest possible opportunities for further training and development is fundamental.
Legacy projects inspire a lifelong commitment to our network from ITP partners and fellows, supported by the British Museum.
Our projects include:
	Conference and Research Grants
	ITP & the Museums Association Conference & Exhibition – Glasgow 2016; Manchester 2017; Belfast 2018; Brighton 2019; Liverpool 2021 (online); Edinburgh 2022
	ITP Collaborative Awards
	ITP Conferences – Mumbai 2015; Cairo 2010
	ITP+ Courses – Armenia 2016; London 2017; Aswan 2018; Mumbai 2019
	ITP Films
	ITP Futures
	ITP online subject specialist sessions
	ITP Research fellowships – Dresden 2014, 2015 and 2016; London 2018 and 2019
	ITP Senior Fellows
	Online exhibitions
	Temporary displays in the UK
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                Each year we externally evaluate the ITP and publish a full report on our activities throughout the year.
The programme wouldn't be possible without the generous support of many institutions and individuals. A list of sponsors can be found in the report for each year.
	2023 Annual report
	2023 Evaluation
	2022 Annual report
	2022 Evaluation
	2021 Annual report
	2021 Evaluation
	2020 Annual report
	2019 Annual report
	2019 Evaluation
	2018 Annual report
	2018 Evaluation
	2017 Annual report
	2017 Evaluation
	2016 Annual report
	2016 Evaluation



          

  



  

  
    
      
          Prospective participants

        
          
        
      
    


    
                The ITP welcomes participants from a wide range of roles, from curators and conservators to managers and educators. Fellows are either in the early and middle stages of their careers, or in positions of influence and able to use their training to develop colleagues back home. All fellows are passionate about international collaboration.
Each year we select the countries, institutions and individuals we work with based on the British Museum's collections, departments and international strategy, and whether specialist staff will be available to facilitate.
For further enquiries about the ITP, please contact itp@britishmuseum.org.


          

  




              

    

  

  



  

  
    
            
                              
                Burhan al-Sarray,

            

                            
    
    
        We benefitted from the exchange of cultures among the peoples of the world; they represent the fact that cultural heritage belongs to all mankind.


      
              
            Burhan al-Sarray, Iraq 2010
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          Available to tour

      

      

              
          Hieroglyphs

          
                     

              .   Available to tour
.
            

                  
      
              
              Available to tour from 2025, this exhibition explores the world of hieroglyphs and their meanings as a gateway into an ancient world.



        

      
      


        Find out more about Hieroglyphs
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          International touring exhibitions

          
                 

      
              
              The British Museum works with partners outside the UK to develop and tour large-scale themed exhibitions.
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          Coming soon

      

      

              
          Islanders: the art of life in Oceania

          
                     

              .   Coming soon
.
            

                  
      
              
              Encounter the rich creative traditions of the Pacific Islands from the past to the present day. On tour at venues in Spain from 2024–26.



        

      
      


        Find out more about Islanders: the art of life in Oceania
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          Past exhibition

      

      

              
          India and the World: A History in Nine Stories

          
                     

              .   Past exhibition
.
            

                  
      
              
              This landmark exhibition explored the strong connections India shares historically with the rest of the world.



        

      
      


        Find out more about India and the World: A History in Nine Stories
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              Great Russell Street

London WC1B 3DG


+44 (0)20 7323 8000

 



    

    
            
                

            Opening hours
        

        

              Daily: 10.00–17.00 (Fridays: 20.30)
Last entry: 16.45 (Fridays: 20.15)
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